ABSTRACT. C. Fefferman [1, 2, 3] has shown that the multiple Fourier series of an / e Lp, p < 2, may diverge a.e. when summed over expanding spheres, but converges a.e. when summed over expanding polyhedral surfaces. We show this dichotomy does not prevail for multiple Walsh-Fourier series.
Introduction.
Let i¡)r¡,ipi,... denote the Walsh-Paley system, G denote the dyadic group (see Fine [4] ) and set ipm,n(x,y) = ipm(x)ipn(y) for x,y G G; m,neG. where 7 > 0 and 7S represents dilation of S by 7. If S represents a quarter disc in the first quadrant then S-^f is a circular sum of the double Walsh-Fourier series of /. If S represents a region with polygonal boundary then Sn is a polygonal sum of the double Walsh-Fourier series of /. In §3 we shall prove the following result. THEOREM 1. If S is a region [0,oo) x [0,oo) with piecewise G1 boundary not always parallel to the axes, and if p < 2, then there exists an f G LP(G x G) such that S-yf diverges a.e. and in IP norm as 7 -> 00.
In particular, for double Walsh-Fourier series of functions in Lv, p < 2, neither circular sums, nor regular polygonal sums (other than square sums) need converge a.e. The case of square partial sums is still unresolved. We only know that square partial sums converge a.e. when / G L2(G x G). We will also extend Theorem 1 to A^-dimensions.
A multiplier
problem. Our proof of Theorem 1 uses the following solution to a multiplier problem.
THEOREM 2. Let a > 0, ß be any real, f G Ll(G x G), and Ta,ßf= Yl f(min)lPm,nn<crm+ß Then Ta>ß is unbounded as an operator on LP(G x G) for all 1 < p < oo, p / 2. This theorem was known for the special case a = 1, ß = 0 (see Wo-Sang Young [7] ). She used it to show that the trigonometric and Walsh system are not equivalent bases in Lp, p ^ 2. Our proof uses different techniques.
For the case o ^ 1, ß = 0 it is necessary to construct certain subgroups of G x G which lie near the line y = ax. This construction is accomplished in Lemma 1 below. First we introduce some notation and discuss preliminaries.
Let M be a positive integer. Let increasing powers of 2 be given: C G x G such that \n -om\ < e for ail (m, n) G T.
To prove Lemma 1, we use a classical theorem of rational approximation:
THEOREM (KRONECKER) (SEE ZygMUND [8] ). Given any real number o there are infinitely many fractions t/s such that \cr -t/s\ < s~2.
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Use induction on M. Assume first that M = 1. Let A0 be an arbitrary power of 2. By Kronecker's theorem there are integers sq, to such that so > A0/e and such that |tr -tr,/s0\ < s72. It follows that \tç> -os0\ < e/A0 and thus |A0¿o -c7SnAn| < s. Thus we may let Y = r(l, An,sn,ín) to finish the case M = 1. Now assume M > 1. Let An be given. Assume by induction that
is given satisfying \n -am\ < e/2 for all (m, n) G Y'.
Choose Am-ii a power of 2, so large that sm-ïAm-2 < Am-i and ¿m-2^m-2 < Ajti-i-Applying Kronecker's theorem again, we may choose integers sm-i,ím-i such that
Set T = Y(M,Aj,Sj,tj) and
Furthermore since Am-i is a power of 2 and Am-i > m,n for any
It follows that \n -om\ < e for any (m,n) G Y. By induction the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
REMARK. If o -t/s is rational, then we may take Sj = s, tj -t, and Aj = A3 where A is some fixed power of 2 greater than s and t . In this case, Y lies exactly on the line y = ox and Kronecker's theorem is not needed.
Given a subgroup Y of G x G, the annihilator H of Y is defined by H = ann(r) = {(x, y)eGxG: ip(x, y) = 1 for all ip G Y} (see Rudin [5] ). It is well known that H is a closed subgroup of G x G and that (2) \H\=measH = card(r) and (3) ann(r)nann(r") =ann((r,r')), where (r,T') denotes the group generated by TUT'.
In Hence the case /? > 0 is seen to follow from the case ß = 0. The case ß < 0 can be treated similarly by interchanging x and y. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
3. A proof of Theorem 1. Let S be a region in the first quadrant with boundary not always parallel to the axes. For p < 2 the maximal function s*f = E i5-v/i (/€ LP(°x G)) -r>o completely determines whether 5-,/ converges a.e. or not. Indeed, Stein [6] has shown that S-,/ converges a.e. for all / G LP(G x G) if and only if 5* is of weak type (p,p). In particular, by known interpolation arguments (see e.g. [8] ) the proof of Theorem 1 will be complete if we construct polynomials /n = fry* and 7 = 7m for large M which satisfy (6) |^/o||p > ¿M^-^H/llp for all p< 2.
By hypothesis there is some point (x, y) on dS such that the tangent line at has slope r = ±a with a > 0. Choose / according to Theorem 2 so that x,y)
IIWIIp > 1M1/P-1/2| for all p < 2 and so that f(m,n) = 0 when m or n > 2Nm for some positive integer A^m-As 7 becomes large d("tS) will become near its tangent line at (72,72/) of slope t over an interval of length 2Nm + 1. In the case r -a one may thus choose appropriate large 7 and appropriate double Walsh function ip of the form ipk2NM,tNM such that Si(ipf) = V'Tct.oÍ/)-Thus in this case /n = tpf satisfies (6) . If r = -a, it is convenient to vary the point (x, y) if necessary to assume that y/x is rational. We also use the fact that (^^-i,o/)>. n) = f(2N" -1 -m, n) for m < 2Nm . We then may obtain that S1(lp1p2»M-l,of) = #2^-1,0^,0/ for appropriate large 7 and appropriate ip of the form ip -ip(k-i)2NM ¿2nm Here we choose k and / with l/k -y/x so that the tangent line at (7z, 7?/) passes through (k2NM,12Nm) for appropriate 7. Thus in this case /o = tpip2NM-i of satisfies (6) . As in the two-dimensional case, it is enough to prove the unboundedness of multiplier operators T of the form Tf= E /(»>)tf» <7-m<0 where a ■ m = 0 describes a hyperplane unbounded in the first octant and not parallel to any coordinate axes. Such a hyperplane has unbounded intersection with some two-dimensional coordinate plane P. Furthermore we may choose P so that this unbounded intersection is a line not parallel to the coordinate axes of P. We now restrict our attention to functions / with f(m) = 0 for m fi P. Such functions are constant along coordinate directions of GN not corresponding to coordinate directions of P. T acts on such / in the same way as the multiplier of Theorem 1. (Only the case ß = 0 is needed.) Thus the unboundedness of T follows from Theorem 2. Our sketch of the proof is finished. ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The author heartily gives thanks to his advisor Dr. William R. Wade for making this research possible. Dr. Wade and the referee both suggested the proof of Lemma 3 as given. 
